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Abstract Radical acceleration from secondary school
to university is an unusual educational option in the
United States of America. yet it is one that more than
500 gifted young scholars have chosen at the Univer
sity of Washington in Seattle since the inception of the
Early Entrance Program in 1977 and the UW Academy
for Young Scholars in 2001. From the beginning. re
search. using multiple methodologies, has carefully
guided the evolution of these programs. The findings
from these studies and recommendations for viable and
successful early entrance programs are discussed in the
context of early entrants' intellectual, emotional, and
social needs.
Keywords University of Washington· UW Academy
for Young Scholars . Radical acceleration . Early En
trance Program

Introduction
Cultivating promising young scholars is one of the best
investments that any society can make in its future. The
Halbert and Nancy Robinson Center for Young Schol
ars (Robinson Center) at the University of Washington
(UW) in Seattle has been actively making that invest
ment for almost 30 years through innovative programs
and services that nurture young scholars' intellectuaL
social, and emotional development, inspire them to
achieve personal and professional excellence. and en
courage them to become active members of their com-
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munities. Each year. the Center serves several thousand
families and youth throughout the State of Washing
ton in a variety of ways, These include the Washington
Search for Young Scholars. a regional academic tal
ent search for students in fourth through eighth grade;
Summer Stretch and Summer Challenge. accelerated
courses for students in fifth through ninth grade; the
Transition School (TS) and Early Entrance Program
(EEP) for students who enter the UW after Grades
7 or 8; and the UW Academy for Young Scholars
(Academy) for students who enter the UW after Grade
10. Faculty, staff, and students are involved in ongoing
research about the short and long-term effects of educa
tional acceleration on young scholars. This research is
used to refine existing programs and inform the Robin
son Center's new directions, This chapter will focus on
research about students in the EEP and the Academy
with an emphasis on their intellectual. emotionaL and
social development.
At the time of this writing. there are 18 early en
trance programs in the United States of America (US).
including two at the UW, that differ in significant ways.
(See Brody. Muratori. & Stanley, 2004. for all pro
gram descriptions,) Eleven are residential: seven, in
cluding the UW's programs, are for commuters, Some
programs expect students to transfer to another college
or university after a period of 2 years: others admit
students only in 12th grade, One admits only women
(Grades 9-12), and two are accelerated high schools.
One program was loosely modeled on the UW EEP
but does not offer students the formal academic prepa
ration provided by TS. a preparatory program for the
EEP that is discussed in detail below, The UW is the
only university in the US to offer two unique early en
trance options for academically talented students. In
1977 the EEP was created so that each year 16 gifted
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young scholars could accelerate their education by en
tering the university prior to age 15. Then, in 2001, the
Academy became a second early entrance option for
students after Grade 10, admitting its first cohort of 35
students in Autumn 2002.
Since its inception, the Robinson Center has been
committed to conducting research to better understand
and provide for students' intellectual, academic, social,
and emotional well-being, as well as to guide program
development. Thus far. 15 studies have investigated
mUltiple aspects of early university entrance from
both students' and parents' perspectives. using both
quantitative and qualitative methodologies. These
studies span the earliest years of the program to
the present and include Janos and Robinson, 1985;
Janos, Sanfilippo, and Robinson. 1986: Robinson
and Janos, 1986: Janos et al.. 1988; Janos. Robinson,
and Lunneborg, 1989; Noble and Drummond, 1992;
Noble. Robinson, and Gunderson, 1993; Noble and
Smyth, 1995; Noble, Arndt. Nicholsen. Sletten, and
Zamora. 1999; Halvorsen, Noble, Robinson, and
Sisko, 2000; Noble. Vaughan, Chan, Federmv. and
Hughes, 2005; Noble et aI.. 2007: Childers, 2006;
Noble. Childers, and Vaughan. 2008; and Noble and
Childers, 2008. A brief discussion of the history and
structure of both the EEP and the Academy will place
this body of work in context.

The Early Entrance Program
Since 1977, the EEP has been the gateway through
which some of the brightest young scholars in Wash
ington State enter the CW, the premier research univer
sity in the Pacific Northwestern region of the United
States. Each year 16 students under the age of 15 are
admitted to the preparatory Transition School (TSl on
campus. which compresses most of secondary school
into three academic quarters. Students graduate to the
EEP at the end of the year and become fully matric
ulated CW undergraduates. To date 352 students have
participated in the EEP. Of these, 13 students are cur
rently enrolled in TS and 58 in the EEP; 250 have grad
uated from CW and 20 have transferred to and grad
uated from other colleges and universities. Only 11
students who proceeded to EEP later left school alto
gether. and their educational status is unknown.

The EEP was created by the late Dr. Halbert Robin
son, a professor of developmental psychology at the
CW. His goal \vas to enable a small and carefully se
lected group of academically advanced middle school
students to accelerate into postsecondary education at
a pace equal to their intellectual development (Robin
son & Robinson, 1982). At the outset, EEP students
could be dually enrolled in middle school and the UW.
but it quickly became apparent that this divided their
loyalties and diluted their satisfaction with their uni
versity experiences. By the third year of the program,
dual enrollment was abandoned and students became
full time UW students upon admission to the EEP. Ini
tially. there was no formal TS. Students participated in
an informal "transition component" of \veekly group
meetings led by the program's psychologist, and they
could avail themselves of mentoring, academic advis
ing, and personal counseling as needed from the faculty
and staff. When Dr. Hal Robinson died in 1981, Dr.
~ancy Robinson. a professor of psychiatry and behav
ioral sciences at UW, assumed directorship and made a
major programmatic change. She recognized that many
EEP students were struggling with the rigor demanded
by their university courses. particularly in mathemat
ics and the sciences, and that they needed more than
high intelligence to succeed at the university. Specif
ically, many needed more rigorous preparation in par
ticular content areas and study skills, such as time man
agement, organization, critical analysis, and scholarly
\\!fiting. Thus, TS was born. Since 1981, all EEP stu
dents spend their fIrst academic year in TS.
The academic structure of TS has stayed much the
same sincc 1981 although significant changes in fa~~
ulty have occurred, and some new courses have been
added. TS follows the quarter-based academic calen
dar of the Uw. During their first year in the program',
students take five courses: English (Writing and lit
erature l. History (Medieval and Modern Western Civ
ilization, and US history). Physics, Pre-Calculus, and:
Ethics. During the third TS quarter, Physics and Ethics
are replaced with a five-credit university course of
choice so that students can take it while still under
protective umbrella of TS faculty and staff, At one
TS students undertook one quarter of language
ing in German, but this course was dropped .
of a second quarter of Physics after research
that students needed better preparation in science.
1990 a one-quarter seminar that prepares TS s
for their entry into UW was added to the
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as were a one-quarter service-learning component to
the English course in 1998 and a two-quarter Ethics
seminar in 2002.
Some changes in personnel have, of course. oc
curred over the years. All faculty members are doctoral
trained experts in their academic fields: many are also
UW professors. Faculty turnover is remarkably low.
The English instructor, who is the Associate Director
of the Robinson Center for TS and EEP and who also
serves as Principal of TS, joined the faculty in 1996:
the history instructor, who is the Associate Director of
the Robinson Center for Summer Programs and also
serves as Principal of Summer Programs, joined in
1990. Although the current math instructor was ap
pointed in 2004, her predecessor was a member of the
TS faculty for 15 years. A licensed psychologist was
available for academic and personal advising from the
onset of the program until 200S. The first author was
the director of the Robinson Center and the first Hal
bert and Nancy Robinson professor from 2000-200S.
This continuity of faculty has provided students with
a great deal of academic and emotional stability both
during and after their participation in TS and the EEP
and has enabled the Robinson Center to continuously
refine its programs and policies as circumstances war
ranted.
Policy refinements have largely involved admis
sions and retention. On several occasions during earlier
some students revealed that
years of TS and the
they had entered the program because their parents
wished them to but that they had been ambivalent
or had wished they had attended high schooL Thus,
in 1995 the faeulty decided to pay more attention to
whether the student or parent was driving the choice
to come to TS. and the admissions interviews were
restructured so that all applicants would have an
opportunity to talk with the admissions committee
without their parents present. This enabled the com
mittee to ascertain whether the student was making the
independent decision to apply to TS and not simply
acquiescing to parental desires.
Applicants to EEP must take the ACT and submit
their seores along with grades from their two most re
cent years of schooling. For those who have scored
at the 85 percentile on the reading, writing, and math
sections of the ACT and whose grades are consis
tently high, in-depth recommendations are discussed
with two or three of each applicant's current teachers,
preferably one from language artslsocial sciences and
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the other from math/science. Each applicant and her or
his parentis must spend a full day attending TS and vis
iting with current TS and EEP students; at the end of
that day. interviews are held with parentis and student.
separately and together. Although TS used to have a
rolling admissions procedure. in 1997 the decision was
made to interview all the candidates before selecting
the final class to ensure fairness for those who applied
later in the admissions cycle. Each year approximately
25% of applicants are accepted to TS, which limits its
class size to 16.
Another important refinement was a clearly defined
policy for dismissal. Although earlier in TS' history
students were occasionally counseled out of the pro
gram, they were not dropped for poor grades. This is no
longer the case. At entry TS students now sign a writ
ten contract stating that they can be dismissed for poor
academic performance or for rendering the classroom
environment emotionally unsafe for other students. If
such a situation arises. the student is given a brief pro
bationary period and will be dismissed from the pro
gram if he or she does not comply with the terms of
probation.
When students graduate from TS at the end of
the year. they become full-time undergraduates at
UW (Seattle) and are known to the Robinson Center
community as EEPers. Our involvement with them
continues in a variety of ways. The UW is an academic
home to approximately 36,000 undergraduate and
graduate students, and it would be all too easy for
young scholars to feel lost on the Seattle campus.
Thus, a number of support services are available to
them through the EEP. Perhaps most importantly.
students have access to a lounge at the Robinson
Center where they can meet friends. study. play games.
visit \vith faculty. and consult with advisors. A seminar
on developing their particular talents and academic in
terests is offered for all first-year EEPers to encourage
them to take advantage of the vast resources available
at UW. Students are mentored at various stages of their
undergraduate careers by Robinson Center faculty. and
many students have served as undergraduate research
assistants for studies undertaken at the Robinson
Center and received co-authorship on the resulting
publications. Others have served as teaching assistants
for TS and other Robinson Center academic programs.
EEPers are required to meet with program stuff once
each quarter during their freshman year. and their
academic performance is monitored on a quarterly
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basis so that staff can help students if they are expe
riencing personal difficulties and/or their GPAs fall
below a certain level, typically 3.3 on a 4-point scale.
EEP students createQ a highly successful drama society
in 1990, and every year produce, direct, design the sets
and costumes for. and act in a play that is open to the
public at large. There is also a faculty-led hiking club.
an overnight orientation for entering TS students and
first-year EEPers at the beginning of each academic
year, and an end-of-the-year overnight celebration
for the entire community at a camp on the Puget
Sound.
Parent involvement is also an important component
ofTS. Each year new TS parents are welcomed by fac
ulty and EEP parents to the Robinson Center commu
nity with a picnic in early September. They panicipate
in a parent orientation prior to the start of TS that in
cludes a conversation with faculty, EEP parents, and
EEP students about the challenges of TS. and a potluck
dinner with faculty later that evening where more of
their questions and concerns can be aired. Quarterly
parent meetings are held during Autumn and Winter
Quarters to talk about students' academic progress and
to introduce parents to the academic requirements of
the UW. A parent email list is provided, and a parent
support group led by EEP parents is also available to
TS parents.
As of December 2006. 250 EEPers had gradu
ated from the UW and 20 had transferred to and
graduated from another college or university. EEP
students have majored in fields as diverse as'music,
classics, biochemistry, computer science. and dance.
and many have completed two or three majors, often
in disparate fields. EEPers have won a dispropor
tionately large number of prestigious scholarships
and research opportunities at UW. For example,
since 2000, three of the four Rhodes Scholars at
UW have been members of EEP. and a fourth was
a Rhodes Finalist in 2004. Five EEP students have
been Goldwater Scholars. two were Ylarshall Schol
ars. six were UW Freshman. Sophomore. Junior,
or Senior Medalists (the students with the highest
scholastic standing in their respective classes ,. ~hree
were NASA Space Grant Scholars. and many have
won other scholarships and grants for foreign'stud\,.
undergraduate research. music performance. m;d
various academic endeavors. Each quarter. a majority
of EEPcrs carn places Oil the Dean's List for hioh
e
cll.:ademic performance.

The UW Academy for Young Scholars
After many years of interviewing applicants for the
EEP and consulting with parents and teachers about
the educational needs of gifted secondary students in
Washington State, it became apparent in 1998 that a
second early university entrance option was needed
for students after Grade 10. The fonn this program
would take evolved over the next few years. One op
tion that we considered initially was Running Start
(RS). RS is a dual-enrollment program through which
high school students take classes at community col
leges and earn credit for both high school and col
lege, as well as a high school diploma. After care
fully researching several RS programs in Washington
(Halvorsen et a\., 2000) the Robinson Center recom
mended that the RS option be rejected in favor of estab
lishing a joint program with the CW Honors Program
(Honors) that would admit annually 35 academically
advanced high school students into Honors after Grade
10. This program became known as the UW Academy
for Young Scholars (Academy). Cnlike RS, Academy
students (ACADs) would not be dual enrolled in high
school nor would they earn high school diplomas but
instead would be fully matriculated UW undergradu
ates. Because a diploma is not required to enroll at UW,
they, like EEPers, would be given special admissions
status until all their high school coursework equivalen
cies were completed, usually by the end of their first
year.
In July 2001, the first author and the Director of
Honors received a I-year start-up grant from the UW
to create the Academy with the understanding that,
like the EEP. it would be self-sustaining after the first
year. Like the EEP, the Academy was designed as
a commuter-based program, although students could
choose to live in the dorms or in off-campus housing.
The Robinson Center coordinates admissions to the
Academy and supports students through first-year pro
gramming, aeademic advising, and social opportunities
for students to build community with their Academy
and EEP peers. Academy ~tudents matriculate directly
into Honors through which they complete their uW
general education requirements before pursuing their
major/so Early in the history of the EEP the Robin
son Center entered into a contract with the Washington
State Office of the Superintendent of Public I nsrruct ion
(OSPI) thm directed student'" basic education funds
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would otherwise have attended. These funds are used
10 provide all the special academic and support ser
vices available to EEPers. Successful negotiations were
undertaken to extend this contract to the Academy.
thereby enabling the Academy to be self-sustaining
as welL By November 200 I, key staff members were
hired and/or reassigned; within 6 months a first-year
curriculum. faculty, and admissions procedures were
decided. and students were recruited via direct mail
and an information evening. When the first cohort of
students was admitted in May. 2002. the Academy
was born. First-year students quickly named them
selves "Academy 1.0s," and the name stuck
sub
sequent cohorts have become known, informally. as
"2.0s." "3.0s;· and "4,Os", and, in September 2006, a
new class of "5.0s" matriculated. Thus far. 202 ACADs
ha\'e enrolled at UW,
The Academy is currently the only commuter-based
program in the United States that admits students to
fully matriculated university status after 10th Grade.
Like the EEP, the Academy is designed to help stu
dents make a smooth and successful transition from
secondary school to university, and students have full
access to the support services and community of the
Robinson Center until they graduate from UW. Unlike
some early entrance programs at other US institutions,
neither ACADs nor EEPers are expected or encouraged
to transfer to another college or university.
The admissions procedure and first-year stmc
ture for the Academy are different than that of the
EEP because applicants are entering UW after 10th
grade, rather than after 7th or 8th, and do not attend
prescribed courses except for two during their first
quarter. Academy candidates are required to submit
a standard UW Freshman application, the ACT col
lege entrance examination, two confidential, written
teacher recommendations, their mjd-year sophomore
high school transcript, and an essay required for
Honors consideration. During the first year of the
Academy. all applicants were interviewed prior to
acceptance to the program; however, for the second
and subsequent years a decisjon was made to drop
the interview because it did not yjeld the most useful
information. A eomposite ranking is constmcted based
on each applicant's cumulative high school grade point
average at the conclusion of first semester, sophomore
year; thc ACT composite score; teacher recommen
dations (rated on a scale of 1-60); an index of the

intemity of each student's ~econdary curriculum: and
an essay score. The 35 lop-ranked applicants are then
invited to enroll in the Academy. All prospective
Academy students are invited and encouraged to spend
a day at U\V shadowing ACADs from previous years
prior to accepting an offer of admission. Each year
approximately 30i/i' of applicants are invited to join
the Academy; after the first year, acceptance rates have
exceeded 90Qc.
One question that arose early in the creation of the
Academy was what combination of academic and ad
vising features would work best for ACADs. We knew
from previous experience that in order to succeed as
early entrants ACADs would need many of the same
programmatic components as did EEPers. such as a pe
riod of intellectual preparation, a peer group, a home
base. formal and infonnal advising, counseling. and
mentoring by faculty and staff who liked and under
stood gifted adolescents, and a welcoming university
environment. Because of the long-running success of
the EEP. all these components were in placc. Unlike
EEPers, however, ACADs were entering UW after hav
ing completed 2 years of high school and thus do
not need the full year of academic preparation offered
by TS. StilL some preparation to help them transition
smoothly into the academic and social life of the UW
was important. For this reason, an Academy Bridge
Program (Bridge) was created.
At this time. Bridge has four components: a 2-day
orientation (Academy Camp) in early September at a
camp on the Puget Sound; a 2-week Honors course
(HA&S 397) with discussion sections before and af
ter camp; the continuing Honors COUfse during Au
tumn Quarter, linked to an English Composition course
(ENGL 198); and a Winter Quarter seminar (Academy
that helps
198) fOf first-year ACADS (and
them explore the resources and opportunities afforded
by UW as well as their own interests and goals. ACADs
share with EEPers a designated academic counselor,
and various social activities that help to build a cohe
sive sense of community are initiated by students and
staff throughout the year.
The Academy is only in its sixth year of operation,
but already its students are proving to be exceptional
young scholars. For example, in 2006, the three UW
students selected as Goldwater Scholars were mem
bers of the Academy. One of these students was also
the UW Sophomore Medalist in 2005, the recipient of
a School of Music Performance Scholarship in 2004,
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and the 2004 Outstanding Freshman Calculus Student.
Another Goldwater Scholar was an undergraduate re
search assistant (RA) at the Robinson Center for 2
years for which he received a Mary Gates Undergrad
uate Research Training Grant. The second Robinson
Center undergraduate RA was selected to participate
in a year-long foreign exchange program in China to
conduct independent research for her senior thesis in
Economics. An Academy student also won the Depart
ment of Chemistry's 2004 Freshman Chemistry Award.
Like their EEP counterparts, many ACADs have won
prestigious research training grants, internships, schol
arships, departmental awards, admission to foreign ex
change programs, and election to national honors soci
eties, and the majority are on the Dean's List at the end
of each academic quarter. In June 2006 the Academy
celebrated its first UW graduates. Nine ACADs earned
bachelor's degrees in such fields as Spanish, Interna
tional Studies, Bioengineering, Computer Science and
Engineering, Psychology, Architecture, English, Eco
nomics, and Music. Several of these students had com
pleted double majors.
Academy parents are invited with their newly ad
mitted students to a welcoming reception in May and
participate in a parent orientation in June. The par
ent orientation has evolved over the years as we have
learned more about Academy parents' needs. It now
consists of a half-day session during which we ad
vise parents about the UW academic requirements and
the Robinson Center's advising philosophy, and dis
cuss the social and emotional transitions that they and
their students are likely to experience based on our ex
perience and prior research. The orientation concludes
with a question and answer period led by a panel of
Academy students and parents from previous years.
Because their students are older, there is no Academy
parent support group similar to that of TS: however, we
offer parents a roster of parents' addresses and emails
and encourage them to contact each other for assistance
and advice.

Research About Early Entrance at the UW
Early EEP (1977-1989)
In J9R2 the Robinson Center, then named the Child De
velopment Research Group, began a re--earch program

to evaluate the young EEP. The first study (Robinson
& Janos, 1986) compared the acadcmic performance
of EEPers with classmates who had entered UW at the
traditional age of 18. The issue with which the inves
tigators were most concerned was whether radical ac
celeration was too much of an academic challenge for
early entrants. In the first phase of this study, 24 EEP
ers and 24 regular-aged students (REGS) were matched
for pre-entry achievement on the verbal and quantita
tive composite scores of the Washington Pre-College
Test (WPCT). In the second phase, a comparison group
of 23 National Merit Scholars (NATS) was matched to
EEPers by year of entry to UW and by gender, although
not by WPCT scores. All three groups were adminis
tered two measurements of academic performance: the
Concept Mastery Test (to assess verbal ability differ
ences among groups) and a questionnaire designed by
the investigators to assess students' perceptions of their
university experience. Students rated on a scale of 15 the importance they ascribed to five academic vari
ables at UW (the pace and quality of instruction, the in
tellectual quality of courses, faculty attitudes and time
for interaction with faculty) and their satisfaction with
the university's fulfillment of these variables. Partici
pants' UW transclipts were also examined for number
of credit hours taken and cumulative GPA.
Although no significant differences were found
among the groups in the number of UW credits
earned, significant ditIerences were found in the CMT
total score and the cumulative GPA, with means for
REGS substantially lower than means for the two other
groups. EEPers' mean ratings of the importance of var
ious academic characteristics were similar to ]\.'ATS,
but their satisfaction with the academic environment
provided by UW was significantly higher. The authors
concluded that '"under propitious circumstances certain
students who matriculate before the age of 15 can
perform well academically at the university level and
report satisfaction with the intellectual challenge"
(p. 178).

The next study examined the incidence and
causes of "underachievement" among EEPers (Janos
et al.. 1986). The authors acknowledged that because
underachievement wa~ a difficult concept to define
in this highly accelerated population. they used what
they determined should be the "least objectionable
criterion" - a cumulative GPA of 2.9 or below (p. 3(4).
Participants included 56 undergradllate~ and graduates
of EEP (nFemales=25. nYlales=31). to whom the
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authllrs adl1lini~tered multiple instl1lll1cnh. Partic
ipants' intellectual ability \\ac; first assessed u,ing
Washington Pre-College Test (WPCTl. Academic
information was gleaned fmm participants' transcripts
and included cUD1ulati\e GPA: number of course
withdrawals: number of credits earned and grades
received in Honors courses and in fonr academic
disciplines (humanities. engineering, natural sciences.
and social sciences): and number of courses that \vere
not completed. Other measures included the Concept
Mastery Test (CMT); five personality variables on
the California Personality Inventory (Cpn relevant to
achievement (responsibility. self-contml, achievement
via conformance. achievement via independence. and
intellectual efficiency): an assessment of students' per
ceptions of their families' interpersonal relationships,
directions for personal growth. and organization and
structure using the Family Environment Scale (FES):
and an evaluation of students' knowledge and attitudes
about studying using the Survey of Study Habits and
Attitudes (SSHA). Finally. students completed the
questionnaire developed for the previously reported
study in which they rated the importance of and
their satisfaction with various components of their
UW academic experience. Students also rated the
importance of and their satisfaction with time spent
and quality of interaction with peers.
Twelve participants (nFemales=4, nMales=8)
were described as "underachievers" because their
GPAs were 1.5 standard deviations below the mean
of 3.36. Transcript data showed that underachieving
students earned fewer credits in honors courses and
lower grades in all subjects. There were no differences
in the number of credits earned in any subject area. but
underachievers had withdrawn from nearly twice as
many courses and took incompletes more than twice
as often as high-achieving students. Transcript patterns
also revealed that achieving students tended to perform
consistently across quarters, whereas underachievers
varied between "successful" and "dismal" quarters
(p. 308). No significant differences on any measure
were observed. Overall. both groups "placed a high
value on learning, and on developing peer relations
and extracurricular competencies as well" (p. 310).
Despite the comprehensiveness of their measures,
the authors could discern no underlying or common
source of EEPers' underachievement.
The third study (Robinson & Janos, 1986) inves
tigated students' social and psychological adjustment
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to academic acceleration. The authors compared data
they had collected between March 1982 and Octo
ber [lJ8-l from -l groups of students: 2-l EEPers: 23
NATS: :::-l REGS: and 27 students who had quali
tIed for EEP but had chosen to attend high school
instead (QVALS). Four instruments were used: the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI),
which measures serious psychopathology; the Cali
fornia Personality Inventory (CPI), which measures
higher levels of psychological functioning: the Ten
nessee Self-Concept Scale (TSC), which gives a global
estimate of self-esteem; and the Inventory of Peer and
Parent Attachment (IPPA). which assesses the affec
tive quality of students' relationships with parents and
peers. No significant differences were found among
groups on any measure, and the authors concluded that
accelerants were as well adjusted as non-accelerants.
The social and emotional fitness of early university en
trance as an educational option for participants in EEP
in its earliest days was thus confirmed.
In a fourth study conducted in 1986 (Janos
et aI., 1988), Janos. Robinson, and several EEP under
graduate students addressed the issue of friendships
among early entrants. These investigators designed a
cross-sectional developmental study of social relations
among the 63 EEPers (nFemales=28, nMales=35)
that enrolled at t.:W. Participants completed a question
naire about the age of their best friends and the age of
five additional friends, as well as supplied details about
age
their relationships with two types of friends
mates «3 years older) and elders (;::3 years older).
Questions included the number of hours they spent
in I week with age mates and/or elders, the number
of times in the past week they spoke with friends in
each group about 10 potentially sensitive topics (e.g.,
relationships with parents and friends, deep feelings,
values. and life plans), and their rating on an 8-point
scale of six variables having to do with the degree of
trust and affection they felt within their relationships,
the duration and dedication of these relationships. and
their freedom to communicate criticism or hostility
within them. From this last rating an intimacy score
was constructed.
Participants were grouped .into four cohorts for
purposes of comparison: freshmen, sophomores,
juniors/seniors, and graduates. The results of this study
indicated that EEPers in all cohorts were socially
well situated. Ninety-two percent had best friends,
many of whom were older, and 68% had at least
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five additional friends whom they considered close.
Sophomores reported the most contact with age mates
and graduates the least, whereas graduates reported
spending more time with elders than did the other
three groups of undergraduates. In all cohorts except
freshmen, females communicated more often with
age mates about sensitive topics than did males, but
this difference was not statistically significant. The
authors concluded that a large majority of EEPers
experienced a viable social life with intimates and a
circle of friends, thereby counteracting the pervasive
stereotype of the early university entrant as an isolated
social misfit.
The last study conducted in the EEP's earliest years
(Janos et aI., 1989) was a multiyear comparison of
EEPers' academic perfonnance and psychological ad
justment. The investigators followed 179 participants
in four groups over a period of 3 years: EEPS who
had entered the UW between 1977 and 1983; QUALS
who were the same age as EEPers but had elected to
attend high school instead of joining the EEP: REGS
(traditional-aged students at UW who were four and
one half years older than EEPers and matched to them
by year of matriculation, gender, and secondary school
catchment area); and NATS (traditional-aged National
Merit Scholarship awardees at UW who were four
and one half years older than EEPers and who were
matched with EEPers by year of matriculation and gen
der). Each group numbered between 42 and 43 with an
even distribution of males and females. Some measures
were administered to participants only once. These
were the Concept Mastery Test (CMT). the Family
Environment Scale (FES). the Tennessee Self-Concept
Scale (TSC), and the Survey of Study Habits and At
titudes (SSHA). Multiple year measures included stu
dents' academic transcripts. the California Personality
Inventory (CPI), the Inventory of Peer and Parent At
tachment OPPA), and the Defining Issues Test (DlT).
which measures the cognitive underpinnings of mature
social interactions and moral principles.
In measures of intellectual and academic achieve
ment, NATS scored higher than EEPS. with EEPS
and QUALS scoring higher than REGS. :--.10 signih
cant differences were observed for the SSHA. leading
the investigators to conclude that "EEP students' atti
tudes toward study and knowledge about study skills
were comparable to those of the other students. includ
ing the academically oriented :--.Iational Merit finalists"
(p. 50-+>. Similarly. no group differences were found

in scores on the TSC: all participants scored close to
mean, which indicated that "all groups are best char
acterized as nonnal and healthy in psychological ad
justment" (p. 507). Neither were significant differences
observed on the CPI or the IPPA. The authors note:
"EEP responses indicated they trusted and communi
cated with parents and peers much as did compara
bly bright age mates, bright older students. and typical
older students" (pp. 508-511). EEP participants scored
at almost exactly the same levels as QUALS, NATS,
and REGS on the DIT "suggesting that they were de
velopmentally 'in sync' at college" (p. 511). Signifi
cant differences were found on only two subscales of
the FES, achievement orientation and moral/religious
orientation, with EEP scoring lower than REGS. This
finding was not surprising to the investigators because
"the FES measures conventional attitudes which would
probably not be valued in EEP families pursuing non
traditional options" (p. 511). Overall, the results from
this study did not deviate from those found in the third
study reported above, There was "no association be
tween early entrance and psychological or social im
pairment. Indeed, in every comparison. the early en
trants were virtually indistinguishable from compara
bly bright age mates who had elected to attend high
school." (p. 514)
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In the early years of the EEP. researchers were
most concerned with measuring students' academic
achievement, psychosocial adjustment. and social
relationships. and demonstrating the intellectual and
psychological viability of early university entrance for
academically advanced students. After 1990. following
a change in program personneL research attention
shifted to students' self-perceptions of the intellectual,
social. and emotional aspects of early university
entrance and longitudinal studies about the program's
impact on EEP graduates o\'er time. One reason for
this change in emphasis was to address the enduring
myths and misconceptions about the affective aspects
of radical educational acceleration: another was to
provide more c(Jmprehcnsi\(~ information about the
experience and legacy of early uni\efsity entrance for
prospective students. parents. and educational profes
sionals. In the studies that follow. careful attention was
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Swimming in Deep Waters

paid tn coliecting data from n{ll1-on~rlapping group~ of
students whcnever possi ble.
"When people learn abollt the Early Entrance
Program at the University of Washington. the first
question they often ask i,., 'But what about the Prom'!"
(Noble & Drummond. 1992, p. 106). This is also the
question that inspired a qualitative study of EEPers'
perceptions about early entrance conducted in 1990.
Thirteen open-ended questions were developed by the
authors based on questions most frequently asked of
students, faculty, and statl about the EEP, Individual.
stmctured interviews were then conducted with 24
EEPers who volunteered to participate. Participants
ranged in age from 14 to 21 and comprised members
of all academic classes who also represented a broad
spectmm of academic disciplincs.
Results of this study indicated that participating in
the EEP presented both benefits and challenges to most
students, although the majority emphasized that much
of their dissatisfaction resulted from other people's per
ceptions rather than their own. As one student said,
"For example, it is burdensome and annoying for EEP
ers to be asked frequently if they are 'geniuses: to la
bor under an assumption that they spend (or should
spend) all their time studying, or to be told 'that we
have an obligation to go on to graduate school' and
pursue a 'worthwhile' occupation, It never occurs to
them that we might not want to become renowned re
search scientists or something on that level" (p. 110).
Overall, students were glad to skip high school and
the senior prom and stressed that high school was not
a path that worked for all gifted students. Based on
the results of this study, the authors urged readers "to
remember. .. that early entrance may provide a more
optimal educational and social environment for some
highly capable students than high school, and that at
tending one's prom should not be a criterion for reject
ing that option" (p. Ill).
Might early university entrance help to inoculate
gifted girls against sexist or unsupportive academic and
professional environments? To answer this question a
study of female EEPers was undertaken in 1993 (No
ble & Smyth, 1995). The authors designed a 25-item
questionnaire that interspersed open-ended questions
with Likert-scale response items to ascertain why par
ticipants chose early entrance, whether gender played
a role in their decision, and how their attitudes toward
themselves and other's attitudes toward them were af
fected by their participation in EEP. The questionnaire
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abo included propositions about giftedness, posed by
the first author in a predoll.> study of 109 gifted adult
women (Noble, 1989), that had been cited in the lit
erature as most powerfully intluencing the develop
ment of gifted women's talent. Ninety-percent of fe
male EEPers (11 = 27) \olunteered to participate in this
study. They ranged in age from 14 to 20 (mean= 16.8,
SD=1.9) and were enrolled between 1988 and 1992.
All but one respondent felt they had made the
right decision to accelerate their education. Although
gender was not a factor in this decision for most
respondents. these young women reported a number of
benefits of radical acceleration: increased confidence
in themselves and in their intellectual and soeial skills;
the experience of being surrounded by intellectual
peers and therefore not having to hide their level of
ability or enthusiasm for learning; and the encourage
ment to perform as well as their capabilities allowed.
All respondents believed that participating ill the EEP
had positively changed their parents' attitudes toward
them. particularly in terms of their independence and
ability to work hard. Respondents revealed themselves
to be independent thinkers who were determined and
assertive and who had a strong intrinsic motivation
to succeed. Further. the authors claimed "(a)s our
respondents reminded us repeatedly, students must
want to undertake this kind of challenge and continue
to want it, even when difficulties arise" (p. 54). The
most frequently cited problem was dating men who,
although of traditional college age, were considerably
older than they. The authors suggested that early
university entrance might offer gifted young women
a rare combination of acceptance and encouragement
at a critical age that could be inoculating if and when
they entered less supportive environments later in their
lives. Noble and Smyth concluded that "(t)aken as a
whole, the findings from this study and those cited
earlier clearly suggest that the most important question
parents, educators, and champions of gifted girls can
ask is not 'What are the negative effects of aceelera
tion?' , but rather 'What are the negative consequences
of not accelerating mature and self-disciplined gifted
young women' " (p. 55)?
Earlier studies about early university entrance had
left little doubt about its positive effect on most partici
pants' academic development and their sanguine per
ceptions about the overall experience, The question
now under consideration was how students perceived
the social and emotional effects of early entrance on
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their own development (Noble et ai., 1999). This study
was prompted by concerns expressed to program fac
ultv and staff by many adults that high school was
no; onlY desirable but necessary to the psychosocial
soundn~ss of an adolescent's life. To address this con
cern, all currently enrolled EEPers were invited to re
flect on their social and emotional experiences in the
EEP. Thirty-one students (nFemales= 16, nMales= 15)
chose to participate in a I-hour focus group to explore
four principal questions: How had the EEP affected
you socially and emotionally? Has it been helpful or
harmful? How have you changed? Have you grown up
too fast?
Participants, who comprised 50% of then-enrolled
EEPers, ranged in age from 14 to 19, were evenly
divided among all undergraduate classes, and rep
resented a wide variety of academic majors and
extracurricular interests. All believed that had they
stayed in secondary school they would have been
less mature, socially and emotionally. Although a few
students had enjoyed satisfactory social lives in their
previous schools, EEP allowed most sometimes for
the first time - to expand their sense of self beyond
the "smart kid" mask they had worn for so many years
(p. 78). One of the best things about early entrance,
participants observed, is that the culture of university
differs significantly from secondary school such that
intellectual ambition and drive are not only expected
but prized and rewarded by students and faculty alike.
The EEP encouraged them to develop and cherish a
degree of independence and assertiveness that few
were allowed in secondary school. For the first time
they were expected to be proactive learners, to question
their own and others' assumptions. and to express their
ideas in a thoughtful and cogent manner. Furthermore,
they learned to take responsibility not only fOf setting
academic goals, but for initiating social activities
inside and outside the program. Most participants
said that their decision to join the EEP produced
no negative social or emotional effects. All believed
themselves to be more mature than they otherwise
would have been. and 1110st considered themsel yes well
socialized with both friendships and peer and adult
relations as good as or better than they might otherwise
have been. Although all participanb expressed \'arying
degrees of comfort in diverse social situations. they felt
co~fident, independent and comfortable in their social
environments.

K.D. Noble and SA Childers

Longitudinal, Follow-Up Studies
In 1992, Noble et al. (1993) carried out the first
follow-up study of EEPers who had entered the
program between 1977 and 1986 and two groups of
students (NATS and QUALS) who had participated in
two earlier studies {Janos & Robinson, 1985; Janos
et aI., 1989). The investigators adapted an eight-page,
47-item, fo\1ow-up questionnaire from the 24-page,
lOS-item post-college questionnaire developed by
Stanley, Benbow, and their colleagues to follow the
progress of students who had participated in the Study
of Mathematically Precocious Youth at Johns Hopkins
University. The revised questionnaire focused on for
mer students' undergraduate and graduate education
as well as their activities and interests, employment.
achievements, and attitudes toward acceleration. In
addition, questions relating to students' values, career
and lifestyle expectations, marital status, and the
educational attainment of their parents and partners
were included.
Sixtv-one former EEPers participated in the study,
alon eo ~ith 27 NATS and 36 QUALS. These numbers
.
represented 56, 71, and 56% of the total populatIOns.
Results indicated that respondents from all groups ap
peared to be doing well at that point in their lives.
Most had completed their undergraduate degrees or ex
pected to do shortly. and most had enjoyed the expe
rience. Most were working in career-related jobs or
still attending graduate or professional school. Most
described themselyes as relatively happy. emotionally
stable. and creative, with feelings of self-worth, self
esteem, and self-efficacy, and a sense of satisfaction
with their lives. Most believed strongly in the \'altle of
education and wanted to be successful in work that had
meaning for them as well as have leisure time to ex
plore their interests. :vIost wanted to find life partners,
if they had not already done so. and to enjoy strong
friendships. The majority of all groups were satisfied
with the de!:!ree of acceleration or non-acceleration that
they had ch~sen. Eleven EEPers wished they had accel
erated less: si!:!nificantly. nine of these respondents had
entered EEP ;rior to the creation of TS. Like the 1985,
1986. and 1989 ~tudies, this study found more simi
larities than differences among these three groups of
gifted young people. EEPers' educational aspirations
tended to be hi!:!her than either of the other groupS.
and EEPers ent~red graduate school in significantly
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higher numbers th:.ll1 did NATS or QCALS. Homc':\er.

Ninety-tiye of a possible'" II graduates participated

all three groups indicated similar degrees of happi

in this study. Respondents included 49 females and 46

ness with their lives. The authors concluded that "ac
celerating one·, ~econdary education is as healthy a
decision for many highly capable students as remain
ing with age mates. Despite fears about psychosocial
ramifications expressed by many well-meaning adults.
the social and emotional development of most EEPers
had neither been compromised nor harmed by acceler
ation" (p. 130).
The second follow-up study of EEPers who were
enrolled from 1977 to 2003 \vas conducted by No
ble et al. (2007) in 2004. One reason for this study
was to assess the impact of programmatic changes on
the evolution of the EEP. An analysis of the EEP his
tory revealed three distinct programmatic periods: Pre
TS (1977--1980), Early EEP 0981~1989), and Ma
ture EEP (1990~present). The distinction between Pre
TS and Early EEP was based on the radical shift in
the program that occurred with the inception of TS in
J981, whereas the difference between Early and Ma
ture EEP resulted from major personnel changes that
emphasized advising. orientation seminars, and admis
sions policies designed to accept self-motivated, rather
than parent-motivated. students. The study was also de
signed to understand more fully EEP graduates' pat
terns of work, education, and social affiliation.
The authors designed an eight-page, lOO-item ques
tionnaire that focused on participants' assessments of
their educational and work experiences, friendships,
and love relationships. Participants were asked a vari
ety of open-ended and Likert-scaled questions; the lat
ter used a 4-point scale to discourage neutral responses.
Sample questions included are as follows: What as
pects of your EEP experience do you feel were es
pecially unique and beneficial to you, personally and
professionally? Did you experience an uncomfortable
level of pressure to succeed academically andlor pro
fessionally by parents, friends, EEP faculty/staff, UW
faculty/staff, andlor yourself? What are the three most
important traits that you look for in a romantic partner?
Have you had any difficulties finding suitable friends
andlor partners? What are the three most important val
ues that you seek in employment? Have you signifi
cantly changed your eareer path in your lifetime? Over
all, how well do you feel you have lived up to your
own and your parents' expectations in the following
areas: financial, work, intelleetual, friendships, family,
and romantic relationships?

males: 53 were 111:.l1Tied or in long-term partnerships
:.Ind 20 had children. \\ hereas 61 planned to do so. Re
spondents' mean age was 28 years (SD = 6.14 years).
As described earlier in this chJpter, the EEP had
undergone a number of important changes oyer time
in policies, procedures, and personnel: the data from
this study reyealed signitieant improvements in stu
denb' perceptions of their early entrance experience
as a result. The most important programmatic change
was the 1981 creation of TS to better prepare young
scholars for the rigor of university coursework and to
provide a stronger sense of belonging and community
for students. The results of this study clearly supported
the wisdom of that decision and identified the emer
gence of several trends over the maturation of the pro
gram: the increased importance of the EEP peer group,
the decreased influence of parental pressure to enroll,
and increased intellectual readiness to succeed at the
university. The number of respondents who reported
that the EEP "nurtured (them] intellectually" increased
from 62'1c in the pre-TS group to 7590 in the Early EEP
group to 88 ck in the Mature EEP group. Indeed, of the
95 respondents only one individual felt that EEP had
negatively influenced her intellectual development, and
she was a member of the Pre-TS cohort.
Prior to J981, students enrolled directly into the
EEP without any special preparation or coordinated
program that would create a supportive peer group.
Not surprisingly. respondents from this sub-group (Pre
TS) were much less likely to cite "liking the EEP peer
group" as a reason they chose for entering the program.
The authors speculated that these respondents, who
were the oldest in the sample population and the pro
gram's pioneers, might have forgotten their main impe
tus to join the program. However, upon the introduction
of TS, 5090 of respondents in the Early EEP sub-group
cited the EEP peer group as important or very impor
tant in their decision to join the program; in the Mature
EEP sub-group, this number grew to 75%. Clearly, the
presence of a cohesive peer group was extremely im
portant to most respondents' willingness to enter the
UW as young scholars. The data indicated that EEP
proved to be a social boon to most respondents. As the
EEP community developed over time, not only did it
become a more important factor in students' decision
to enroll in EEP but it also became a source of close
friendships for many EEPers and spouses for others.
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The data also revealed a difference in respondents'
perceptions of the effects of gender on their achieve
ment, and significant gender differences in satisfaction
with platonic and romantic relationships. Despite com
prising a special population, EEP graduates are not iso
lated from social and cultural forces. This was apparent
in respondents' awareness of the effects of gender on
their academic and professional achievements. It is per
haps not surprising that significantly more males than
females reported their gender as contributing only pos
itively to their professional achievement and that fe
males were more aware of the complexity of gender
effects. Two women mentioned struggling with inter
nalized gender norms, three experienced their gender
simultaneously as a hindrance and a benefit, and five
articulated the various ways in which their choices, op
portunities, and interpersonal interactions in academia
and in the workforce were influenced by their gender.
The data did not suggest that females alone experience
their gender in complex ways, but rather that gender
continues to be a more salient factor for females in con
ceptualizing and explaining professional achievement
than it is for males.
A significant and disturbing finding that emerged
from this study was gender disparity in social satis
faction. As compared to females, male respondents re
ported less satisfaction in past and current friendships
and romantic relationships (229c vs. 541,0), with 21
males citing the EEP as a specific and negative fac
tor. Several possible explanations for this finding were
proffered. Males tend to experience puberty later than
females, and thus tend to reach psychological, emo
tional, and physical maturity later. This decreased ma
turity, coupled with the significant age difference (av
erage of 3-4 years) between EEPers and regular-aged
college students, could have made male EEPers less at
tractive to females in the EEP and in the larger univer
sity population. Female EEPers are less likely to expe
rience the negative effects of their young age on their
romantic possibilities due to their earlier development
and social norms that do not discourage women from
dating older men. Male EEPer:'>. on the other hand, are
the youngest of all males on campus. and. in a soci
ety that does not encourage women to date younger
men. arc thus at a disadvantage when it comes to findromantic partners in tbe EEP and general university
population. EEP males' young age. physically and psy
chologically. may lie at the heart of their romantic di~
~atisfacti,)n during their college year~. It \\ould seem

KD. Noble and SA Childers

that time would mitigate EEP males' dissatisfaction in
romantic and platonic relationships but the data sug
gested otherwise. Relative to females, males reported a
significantly lower level of satisfaction in finding Cur
rent relationships and in finding happiness within re
lationships. The authors acknowledged that there was
no way to discern whether this dilemma was unique to
this population of gifted and accomplished men, or if
the male respondents were experiencing social forces
operating on all men.
Income was another arena in which a significant
gender difference appeared. Females reported earning
much less than did males, although the authors were
uncertain whether this difference was due to the num
ber of female respondents who were still enrolled in
graduate or professional schooL They speculated that
the difference might stem from the differences in ma
jors pursued by male and female EEPers. Although
in the interest of preserving anonymity the question
naire did not request respondents' academic majors, an
analysis of the entire population of EEP graduates re
vealed that males were far more likely than females to
have majored in scientific or mathematical disciplines,
thereby putting themselves on a path in American so
ciety toward higher income potential.
The most important conclusion drawn from this
study was that, as earlier studies had demonstrated,
early university entrants did not fit the stereotype of the
socially isolated. unhappy "nerd." Respondents valued
intelligence highly and they sought a high degree of
intellectual satisfaction and challenge in all aspects of
their lives, both personal and professional. Yet. overall
they revealed themselves to be well-rounded, balanced
individuals on whom the EEP continued to exert a pro
found and overwhelmingly positive influence.

The Academy (2001-Present)
With the advent of the Academy in :?OO L new ques
tions presented themselves for investigation and re
sulted in four additional studies. How did ACADs ex
perience their early uniwrsity entrance? Were they
making the most of their university expcrience') How
did their experience cOIn pare with EEPers') \Vhat v,ere
their parents' perceptions of the impact of early en
trance on their children \\110 \\we enrnlled in either the
EEP or the Academv'!
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In Spring 2003 and 2004 the Robinson Center re
search team held a series of focus groups for ACADs
in the tirst 2 years of the program and imited them
to re!lect on their experience~ in the program (Noble
et a!.. 2005 J, Students were asked: What has the transi
tion from high school to college been for you. socially.
emotionally. and academically? How do you feel you
are "titting in" here at the UW. in general classes. in
Honors classes. in departments where you might major.
and in extracUlTicular activities? How have your expe
riences here affected your relationships with your par
ents and siblings? What about the Academy is working
well. needs improving. or maybe needs changing alto
gether? A total of 45 ACADs participated: 18 from the
first year and 27 from the second year,
Although each cohort had its distinct personality,
ACADs' experiences in the Academy were remarkably
similar. Overall, participants reported mostly positive
experiences as UW undergraduates. Initially. many of
them felt that they were high school students on a uni
versity campus. but after the first quarter they started
feeling like university students. Although ACADs were
still aware that they were younger, for the most part,
they were able to "pass" as traditional-age university
students in academic and social settings, which came
as a source of relief for them. Many felt somewhat
insecure about being younger when they entered the
Academy but were pleased that no one (professors or
other students) in their courses or social interactions
noticed that they were younger or cared.
Most participants said that the Academy was an
excellent home base for students; they liked the peer
group and felt that it provided them with a good foun
dation for friendships from which they could, if they
chose, branch out. ACADs said that they fit into the
UW as much or as little as they wanted. Some chose
to disengage entirely from the Academy community,
while others had mostly Academy friends. Many stu
dents mentioned that the UW was so large that there
was no single "in" to fit into. Some ACADs said they
experienced a loss of social life once they went home,
if home was off campus, because campus had become
their social center. Many reported that living in the
dorms or in apartments close to campus significantly
enhanced their early entrance experience.
A prominent link connected the academic perfor
mance of this highly motivated population of early uni
versity entrants and their emotional well-being. Imme
diately after entering the Academy, students began to
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realize that they were no longer automatically at the
top of their class as they had been in high school. Each
Academy cohort entered the UW with a median high
school GPA of ..1-.0: after their tirst quarter, the median
dipped slightly for each group. Although ACADs vvere
still achieving significantly higher grades than most
GW undergraduates. they reported that it was difficult
to get used to working hard and still not necessarily
earning a 4.0, Although many ACADs spoke at length
about how stressful their academic transition to univer
sity was. they enjoyed the fact that they were learning
in their classes. as well as participating in academic
discourse. and they especially appreciated the intellec
tual challenge without having to do the mundane aca
demic tasks and rote learning that they described as
"high school busy work."
The next study (Noble & Childers, 20(8) was de
signed to assess the elements of optimal match that
were best suited to different age groups of early en
trants and to further develop the theory of optimal
match that was propounded by Halbert Robinson in
1977. With four cohorts of EEPers and ACADs then
in residence at UW, it was possible for the first time
to compare students across a variety of dimensions,
including their assessment of the transition and sup
port services available to them in the EEP or Academy.
In May 2006 all current EEP (n = 56) and Academy
students (n = 125) were invited to participate anony
mously in this study. A letter and email describing the
study and requesting participation was sent to 181 in
dividuals, of whom 52% (nEEP=32, nACAD=70) re
turned completed questionnaires.
The authors designed a 15-page, 62-item question
naire that focused on participants' assessments of their
educational and work experiences, friendships, family
and love relationships, as well as their identification
of their own talents and the UW activities in which
they participated. Participants were asked a variety of
open-ended and Likert-scaled questions; the latter used
a 4-point scale to discourage neutral responses. Sam
ple questions included: What was your main motiva
tion for entering university early? How influential were
your parents to your deeision to enter university early?
In your experience. what are the benefits and detri
ments of being EEP or Academy students? Do you
ever emphasize or downplay that you are an EEP or
Academy student? Did you experience an uncomfort
able level of pressure to succeed academically by par
ents, friends, EEP faculty/staff, Honors faculty/staff,
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UW faculty/staff. and/or yourself? What are you partic
ularly good at? What are the three most important traits
that you look for in friends and in a romantic partner?
What are the three most important values that you seek
in employment? What would be your dream job? What
do you most want to do with your life? The questions
concerning values about career and sought-after traits
in friendships and romantic relationships were identi
cal to those asked of EEP graduates in the 2004 follow
up study (Noble et aI., 2007) so that comparisons could
be made.
This study found that the experience of early univer
sity entrance had been extremely positive for the ma
jority of EEPers and ACADs. Despite the intellectual,
academic, and social challenges inherent in early uni
versity entrance, most EEPers and ACADs appeared
to be delighted with their experience. For some, it was
the first time in their lives that they felt intellectually
challenged and engaged and surrounded by faculty and
peers who shared their passion for learning. For oth
ers, the availability of like-minded peers from whom
to choose friends and/or romantic relationships was a
powerful and positive event.
Although the majority of respondents were sat
isfied with their respective program (EEP= 100%,
ACADs=76%), ACADs as a group were less satisfied
with their transition experiences. This may reflect the
maturity of the EEP as well as a number of challenges
faced by the Academy since its birth, not least of
which was the presence of four different academic
counselors in its first 4 years. The Bridge program was
also reconfigured annually during this time. In the first
year, Bridge included five Academy courses but this
changed to two courses in the second year and three
in subsequent years. Our original conclusion, that we
needed to offer fewer Academy courses in the second
year based on student complaints in the first, resulted
in dissatisfaction among many second-year students
and led us to reconsider our decision. Therefore. in the
third year we introduced Academy 198. a course that
has also matured based on student evaluations.
Despite the prominence of the UW as a world class.
highly regarded Research 1 University. gifted students
in the state of Washington often set their sights on at
tending out-of-state, prestigious private and public col
leges or universities. Thirty-five percent of the respon
dents in this study (nEEP= 17. nACAD= 19) said they
were not likely to have attended U\V had it not been for
an early entrance option. This slIgge':;(ed to the authors

that an early entrance program can be a major tool not
only for drawing academically advanced young schol
ars to their state universities but also for developing
their talents to a high level in a rigorous environment
close to honie.
This study indicated that young scholars in the
EEP and the Academy were doing just that. Overall,
they were earning high grades. participating in a wide
variety of academic and extracurricular activities,
generating high aspirations, and enjoying satisfying
friendships. With few exceptions these students
revealed themselves to be well rounded, passionate,
motivated, and happy. No significant programmatic
or gender differences were observed. Of pmticular
interest to the authors \vas the discovery that males in
this study did not indicate the degree of unhappiness
within relationships that was reported by EEP male
graduates in the 2004 study. Similarities between con
temporary early entrance students and EEP graduates
were found in the area of values. EEPers' and ACADs'
four top-ranked career values (passion, meaningful
ness, enjoyment and fun, and intellectual challenge)
were identical to those of EEP graduates, although
in different order, as were their four top-ranked
traits sought after in friendships (sense of humor,
intelligence, moral values, and emotional stability).
There was also similarity in the top five-ranked traits
sought in romantic relationships (intelligence, sense of
humor, moral values, emotional stability, and physical
attractiveness). No significant programmatic or gender
differences were observed.
The respondents in this study included a very small
number of disaffected students. This led the authors to
observe that early university entrance is not a good ed
ucational option for all gifted students even if they
were qualified academically or intellectually. EEPers
and ACADs who enter these programs are used to re
ceiving the highest possible grades in the primary and
secondary environment. often with little or no effort.
and they have to adjust their expectations. study habits.
time management. and organizational skills as univer
sity undergraduates. E\en when they do this they may
not earn the high grades they have come to expect. In
middle school and high school gifted students often
feel happy academically but not intellectually: this con
dition flips at the university le\eJ. a change that takes
most students some time to absorb. Age differences
also cause many to wonder at some point whether they
made the right decision.
is a s~lhent social factor
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during adolescence. particularly whcn choosing whom
to date or which parties to attend. ~vlany respondents
said that age ceased to matter once they turned 18. but
early entrants who arc younger expressed more am
bivalence. Still, no EEPer or ACAD chosc to return to
secondary school even when given the choice.
The authors conduded that the theory of optimal
match is sound. but that the practice requires more than
a pairing of student ability and academic challenge. All
early entrants need a period of intellectual preparation
in a supp0l1ive and rigorous environment: a peer group;
a home base: communication with parents: a faculty
and staff who enjoy teaching, advising. and mentoring
gifted young scholars: and a welcoming university or
college environment. However. programs for younger
students. like those in the EEP, need to provide more in
tensive academic transitioning during the first year. and
programs for older students, like those in the Academy.
must balance students' competing needs for indepen
dence and guidance. Adequate preparation of parents
and the institutional environment are also important to
the success of early entrants. regardless of age.
Data from this study were used by Childers (2006)
to look specifically at ACADs' experiences in univer
sity from a talent development perspective. The sample
for this study comprised 70 ACADs (40 females and 30
males), ranging in undergraduate class from freshman
to seniors. Three talent development variables were ex
plored: self-identified academic and non-academic tal
ent areas; extracurricular participation in university
affiliated activities: and future plans and aspirations.
Gender differences were also explored.
Childers found that many ACADs possessed multi
faceted talent and interest profiles. Seventy-one percent
of respondents identified their talents as lying in two
or more academic domains and 84% identified two or
more non-academic domains; 69% had declared dou
ble majors in disparate academic disciplines. Narra
tives provided by respondents suggested a complicated
relationship among ability, interest, and talent devel
opment behavior. For example, gifted students might
be adept at but not passionate about an academic dis
cipline or talent domain, or conversely, they might be
interested in domains in which they do not possess ex
traordinary potential. Although ACADs' academic ma
jors certainly related to their self-identified academic
talent domains, the one did not necessarily predict or
dictate the other. Finally. although ACADs were admit
ted to the Academy primarily based on their academic
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potential and achie\'l~ment. they often identified them
!.,e!ws as talented in many non-academic domains. and
it is possible that de\elopl11ent of nOll-academic talents
commanded the majority of their passion. time. and en
ergy.
Childers also found that many ACADs participated
in university-affiliated extraculTicular activities. sug
gesting that. despite their younger age. they were in
vol ved members of the universi ty community. On aver
age. respondents rep0l1ed involvement in two different
categories of extracurricular activity (e.g .. volunteer or
ganizations or religious or spiritual groups and sports
teams).
Significant gender differences were found, suggest
ing that gender remains a salient factor for talent devel
opment of ACADs during university. Results indicated
a gendered split between affiliation with organic and
inorganic disciplines within the sciences, with males
more likely than females to identify as talented in and
also to major in engineering and computer science.
whereas females tended to identify with and major in
the organic sciences. including the life and natural sci
ences. In the non-sciences, gender differences were
found in respondents' affiliation with the humanities,
\vith more females than males identifying themselves
as talented in the humanities' academic domain. in the
non-academic humanities-related domains of perform
ing and visual arts, and deciding or planning to ma
jor in a humanity. No gender differences were found
in students' identification with the majority of nOll
academk talent areas. including the male-stereotypic
domains of athletics and building and fixing things and
the female-stereotypic domains of interpersonal and
intrapersonal skills. Both females and males reported
holding high educational aspirations. although signif
icantly more males than females anticipate earning a
doctorate. For those respondents who foresaw partner
ing and raising children. females were more likely than
males to anticipate non-traditional, creative career ar
rangements for both themselves and their partners.
The final study in this section was a comparative
assessment of the impact of early university entrance
from parents' points of view (Noble et al. 2008).
The purpose was to better understand parents' rea
sons for choosing early entrance, satisfaction with
their students' program. perceived advantages and
disadvantages of early entrance, and assessment of
the effect of early entrance on family relationships.
In May 2006 the authors invited 181 parents of all
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currently enrolled EEPers and ACADs to participate
anonymously in this study, of whom 52% (nEEP=31,
nACAD=64) returned completed questionnaires.
The authors designed an 8-page, 28-item question
naire that focused on parents' assessments of their chil
dren's experiences of early university entrance, the re
action of their family and friends to their decision to
allow them to enroll in the EEP or the Academy, and
their educational and career aspirations for their chil
dren. Participants were asked a variety of open-ended
and Likert-scaled questions; the latter used a 4-point
scale to discourage neutral responses. Sample ques
tions included the following: When your student first
enrolled full time at the UW, how concerned were you
about the following issues: younger age. difficulty nav
igating the UW system, personal safety on campus, and
possible negative impact on family relationships? Has
your student's participation in the EEP or the Academy
changed your family rules or norms? How did your
friends and family react to your decision to enroll your
student in the EEP or the Academy? Is the EEP or
the Academy living up to your expectations? Is there
something you wish your student were doing differ
ently? What are the advantages and disadvantages of
early entrance from your perspective? What advice
would you give to other parents considering early uni
versity entrance for their students?
Parents' reasons for choosing early entrance re
flected their children's educational needs. In rank
order, the three factors most often seen as "very im
portant" or "important" by both groups were students
wanting to come (98%; nEEP=30, nACAD=63);
students not being challenged. academically or intel
lectually, in their previous schools (759'c: nEEP=28.
nACAD=43): and students' social unhappiness in
previous schools (44CJ~.; nEEP= 18, nACAD=24).
Only one significant difference occurred between
EEP and Academy parents' responses in this area.
As compared to Academy parents. more EEP parents
reported students' social unhappiness in previous
schooling to be a "very important" factor in their
decision to pursue early entrance.
The three issues about which respondents were
"very concerned" or "concerned" prior to their chil
dren's early entrance \vere students' younger age as
a social hindrance (39Cf{: nEEP= 11. nACAD=26):
students' difficulty with career and life goals (34()1";
nEEP= 10. nACAD=22): and studcnts' difficulty nav
igating the UW system
nEEP= 7. nACAD=23I.
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The maJonty of respondents (77%; nEEP=28,
nACAD=60) were not concerned about the possible
negative impact of early entrance on family relation
ships. There were no significant differences between
the groups, although EEP parents reported less concern
about age differences even though their children are
younger than Academy students.
The transition from secondary student to university
undergraduate is often a difficult transition, even for
traditional-aged students. As one respondent said, "At
14, our child was living the life of an 18 yr old, at IS, a
19 yr old, etc." Early entrants have more freedom and
autonomy at an earlier age than their peers and ques
tions arise as to whether the student is a high school
student by virtue of age or a college student by virtue of
enrollment at UW. Many respondents wondered "What
are the rules?" "Should there be a curfew and, if so,
when should it be?" "What chores should a student be
responsible for?" "What is 'age-appropriate behavior'
in light of early entrance?" "The UW is not a neigh
borhood school," one parent refiected, and this added
a level of complexity to family dynamics several years
earlier than it might otherwise have occurred.
Respondents reported dift'eling levels of comfort
about their children's newfound freedom, and this
sometimes led to confiict when students wanted
more than their parents believe they should have.
Because their children were now university students.
parents were much less involved in their educational
development and decision making and some experi
enced a sense of disconnection from these important
areas of their children's lives. As their oversight of
their children's academic progress and social Jives
decreased, some wondered about the quality and
quantity of advising students receive at the univer
sity, how differential rates of emotional and social
maturation would att'ect their children's academic
progress, and how their children would rise to the
challenge of having to make many difficult choices
in a relatively brief peliod of time. When their gifted
students struggled academically, as some did during
the transition from ~econdary school to university and
often for the Ilrst time in their academic careers, or
when early entrants stayed late at the university to
study or socialize. parents wondered whether. when.
and how to intenene.
When asked what were their educational and career
aspiration~ for their children. respondents expressed ;J
wide range of aspir:1tioll~. \\ ilh no particular pattern
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emerging, The~ hoped that their children would
adlievc good grades and earn places in good graduate
or professional schools, discover their passions, ex
plore, be challenged 10 attain their goals, be disciplined
and self-sufficient. be life-long learners, be happy,
and grow spiritually, Some respondents want their
children to bel:ome professionals: others hope they
will find challenging careers that they enjoy and that
are intellectually satisfying, useful. and financially
viable, Very few respondents specified particular fields
for their students: most said it was up to their children,
although as one parent told us, "\Ve don't have any
clue about this."
ALL EEP parents were satisfied with their chil
dren's program, and as a group expressed a slightly
higher degree of satisfaction with the various aspects
of the program than did Academy parents. This may
reflect the Academy's evolution over its 6 years of ex.
istence and significant changes that distinguish the first
year from the most recent. As the Academy matures
the authors hoped to see increased satisfaction among
these parents as a result of programmatic changes.
The authors concluded that early entrance programs
are very attractive options for parents of academically
advanced students who have outpaced available
secondary programs. They are especially appealing
to highly educated parents who are willing to follow
the lead of their ambitious and talented adolescents in
making this educational choice, and who are prepared
to trust their children's judgment.

Summary of Research Findings
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The Robinson Center has demonstrated clearly and
consistently with two different programs that early uni
versity entrance is prized intellectually, socially, and
emotionally by gifted students and their parents; fur
ther, these programs have earned high praise and sup
port from the UW and Washington State education
agencies. The body of research reviewed above sug
gests that early entrance programs are not inevitably
initially successful; rather, they benefit greatly from
ongoing programmatic evaluation, flexibility, and ex
perimentation.
The EEP, now in its 30th year, has changed sig
nificantly since its first two students were admitted in
1977. The introduction of TS was perhaps the most
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crucial change. followed by changes 111 persnnnel and
in nl'\\ policies regarding admissions and retention.
Despite these changes. the soundness of the EEP as a
strategy for meeting the intellectual. academic. social,
and emotional needs of students who have outpaced
secondary school has been confirmed in every study
conducted by the Robinson Center.
A similar picture of change and success has
emerged for the Academy. Like their EEP peers,
ACADs are proving themselves to be remarkable
young scholars: our research indicates that the
Academy is as much an optimal educational match
for them as the EEP is for EEPers. Also like the
EEP. many imp0l1ant differences exist between the
Academy's beginning iteration and its present one.
Finally, the research indicates that three con
stituents - students, parents, and the institution -- mLlst
be well prepared if early entrance is to be sllccessful.
Our recommendations are as follows.

Students
As stated earlier in this chapter, all early entrants need
a period of intellectual preparation in a supp0l1ive and
rigorous environment: a peer group that is large enough
for them to find same-age friends: a home base in
which to congregate, study, and/or socialize; commu
nication with parents; a faculty and staff who enjoy
teaching, advising, and mentoring gifted young schol
ars: and a welcoming university or college environ
ment However, programs for younger students, like
the EEP, need to provide more intensive academic tran
sitioning during the first year, and programs for older
students, like the Academy, must balance students'
competing needs for independence and guidance.
Academic advising that is tailored to this popula
tion is critical. Our studies clearly reveal the multi po
tentiality of the t\VO groups of early entrants enrolled
at UW, a dynamic that can pose a significant challenge
to students' decision-making and advising needs, EEP
ers and ACADs rise to the challenge of multipotential
ity in different ways and at different times. Some feel
paralyzed by having to choose between equally prized
interests; some get stalled and confused. Some get off
to a flying start only to change their minds part way
through their undergraduate careers. Others stay fo
cused on their original interest and mayor may not take
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the risk to explore other options. EEPers and ACADS
are used to receiving the highest possible grades in
the primary and secondary environment, often with lit~
tie or no effort, and they have to adjust their expec
tations, study habits, time management, and organiza
tional skills as university undergraduates.
Students' social lives also change as they transition
to traditional-aged peer groups and primary relation
ships take on increasing importance. Further, early en
trants are not immune from events that can trauma
tize adolescents, such as changes in family lives and
parental configurations, the emergence of psycholog
ical disorders, and increasing exposure to a complex
world. The availability of psychological counseling,
both formal and informal, from individuals who under
stand these gifted students is thus of great importance.
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we communicate regularly are admissions officers, de
partmental advisors (to help early entrants' transition
to their major departmentls), Honors program staff, and
staff from undergraduate support services (e.g., student
housing, financial aid, student health and counseling).
Students who are minors will also need institutional
and parental permission to engage in some research
opportunities, internships, service-learning projects, or
foreign study programs until they reach the age of ma
jority, authorization which program staff help to facil
itate. Regular interaction with faculty and central ad
ministrators also helps to sustain a welcoming climate
in which early entrants feel at home.
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Future Directions
Parents
The early entrance experience presents parents with
a number of issues and challenges. Parents benefit
greatly from information and advice about the social,
emotional, and academic challenges that they and their
children may encounter during the first year. Compre
hensive parent orientation activities at the start of this
academic year give parents a better idea about what to
expect from the EEP or the Academy, and about the
complexities of the university environment that their
children will be entering. Opportunities for them to
speak with parents of earlier cohorts of early entrants
and to support each other during their own transition
are also invaluable. Finally. channels of communica
tion with program staff must remain open, especially
during students' first undergraduate year. The younger
the student, the more intense and regular that commu
nication will be.

Institution
Institutional support will Yary depending on the size
and location of the college or uniyersity that early en
trants attend. At the UW. we hm'e found that acti\'C col
laboration with officers and services that are important
to students' liYes assists EEPers and ACADs to access
these services when they need them. A few \~ith whom
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All Robinson Center programs are works in progress.
and the EEP and Academy are no exceptions. Over
the many years that the opportunity for early entrance
has been offered to gifted young scholars at UW,
first through the EEP and then through the Academy,
we have learned much through our research about
what works well or not at all, and we have always
put the results of our learning into effect. In the next
several years we will turn our attention to under
standing more fully the talent development processes
of emerging adulthood among EEPers and ACADs
and to further exploring the reasons why a small
number of early entrants drop out. earn poor grades,
and/or are disaffected. A third. iO-year follow-up
study of graduates of the EEP and the Academy
is planned for 2013 to elucidate the complexity of
giftedness and talent development in action and over
time.
We also plan to study more thoroughly parental con
cerns about early university experience, Severa] par
ents commented that their children's entry into EEP or
the Academy placed them in opposition to their friends,
their culture, and ~ometimes to their extended family.
The pressure of negative attitudes on the part of friends
and family ean inhibit some parents from allowing their
gifted children to pursue this educational option, What
parents can do and have done to resist this pressure re
mains to be explored. Another question involyes par
ents' lC\'els of comfort with the predictable crises that
take place in most lIndergradllate~' li\'es. These crises
might include lower grades than ~tudel1ts are used to
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achie\'ing in secondary schuoi: the pressure tll dlOose
majors ami career paths: making decisions about social
lives: and becoming increasingly independent. Parents
of gifted students. who are used to being actively in
volved in overseeing their children"s educational tra
jectories. must learn to disengage from their children's
lives at tbe university level. For parents of early en
trants. tbis disengagement comes several years earlier
than it does for parents of traditional-aged students. Tn
future studies we hope to elucidate those crises tbat
may be unique to early entrant< parents and those tbat
are common to all undergraduates' parents.

Conclusions
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Both the Early Entrance Program and tbe UW
Academy for Young Scholars have assumed a vital
role in the education of gifted young scbolars in
Washington State. Their Sllccess has drawn upon
tbe accomplishmcnts of many individuals over the
past 30 years. Dr. Halbert and Dr. Nancy Robinson's
vision in creating tbe EEP at UW and their success in
lobbying the Washington State Legislature for support
via public education funding laid the groundwork.
Subsequent years of work by Robinson Center faculty
and staff to establisb. strengthen, and refine TS and
EEP, to develop summer programs for gifted students,
to create a regional academic talent search for gifted
students in Grades 5-8, to provide leadership for
gifted education througbout the State of Washington,
and to generate a coherent and rigorous body of
research gave the Academy tbe history, programmatic
depth, integrity, and recruitment tools that made the
concept very appealing to outstanding high school
sopbomores and their discerning parents. Equally
important were the active support of tbe UW Honors
Program, the UW central administration, and the
Washington Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction.
The EEP and the Academy will continue to evolve
in tbe coming years and to find new, perhaps better,
ways of reaching out to and educating tbe brigbtest
students in tbe state. Yet, the results of more tban
20 years' research strongly suggest that both pro
grams are making a major contribution to the welfare
of the students whose bigher education is in our
hands.
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